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docassist
the next step up

Out with the old. In with the
new!
Sparke Helmore is one of Australia's oldest and largest law
firms, first opening its doors in 1882 in NSW's Hunter region.
As a prominent law firm, knowledge and information
systems are of the utmost importance.
Mosmar has worked closely with Sparke Helmore for the
past 10 years, supporting their internal solution DocAuto.
Throughout that journey, Sparke Helmore has played a
critical role in the development and direction of Mosmar's
DocAssist, considering the solution the likely replacement
for their aging internal solution.
We were contacted by the team at Sparke Helmore in
December 2018 to assist them with modernising their
document automation process.

Objective
To modernise Sparke Helmore's document automation
solution while not compromising existing precedents and
ensuring a smooth transition from their internal system.

Solution
Replacing a decade old automation system is no
small task. Especially when you consider the
investment of time and money a large firm applies
to its precedent development.
The timeframe and scale of precedents to migrate
required the project team to be savvy with the
conversion process.
Mosmar’s DocAnalyser tool was used to analyse
the existing precedent bank and custom routines
were written to apply an in place conversion "on the
fly" when documents are created. This significantly
reduced the pressure to immediately convert the
entire precedent bank, and provided time to use
DocAnalyser as a separate phase to convert
incrementally.
The project also leveraged a feature of DocAssist
allowing users to "save as" an existing document to
another matter and have the respective data load in
automatically. Instead of changing the behaviour,
they embraced it with a solution to support it.

Outcome
DocAssist was released to the firm along with an
updated standard operating environment and other
modern digital solutions, without mishap.
DocAssist met and exceeded all functionality
previously available in Sparke Helmore's DocAuto
solution. Additionally, it is fully compatible with 64
bit Microsoft Office, which was a fundamental
requirement.
Mosmar and Sparke Helmore's project teams
worked closely together to ensure a smooth
transition with minimal change management for
end users, via a tight project timeline of 10 months.
Sparke Helmore is currently one of the largest
DocAssist sites.
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